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Abstract
How do people form personal ties? A consensus holds in sociological and social network scholarship that in-person networks are dominated by status homophily and that
guanxi networks rely extensively on balance. This article argues that social networking
sites (SNSs) reconceptualize the character of homophily and tie-formation altogether
in guanxi networks. Drawing on 50 semi-structured interviews with Hong Kong youth
from 2017 to 2020, this article examines how the technical capabilities of SNSs and
principles of guanxi culture come together to erode status boundaries, create access
to larger networks, and cause spillovers of information and tie strength. As a result, the
basis of tie-formation in guanxi networks on SNSs shifts from balance to assortation
and status homophily to value homophily. In this transformed calculus of tie-formation,
two typologies of values rise to the fore: substantive values that reflect opinions and
interests, as well as structural values that reflect networkability.
Keywords: Guanxi, Social networks, Tie-formation, Digitalization, Value homophily

Introduction
How do people form personal ties? A consensus holds in sociological and social network scholarship that ties are formed on the basis of one of two mechanisms: balance
and assortation. In what is known as balance theory, the first mechanism of balance is
when people form ties based on pressure toward reciprocity and mutuality in relations
(Feld 1981, 1982; McFarland et al. 2014). With balance, people are inclined to network to
avoid offending others, such as when a colleague introduces you to a friend in another
department. The second mechanism of assortation filters the decision of networking
based on personal preferences about the attributes of the actors involved. For instance,
some people decide whom to network with based on homophily, how similar they are in
terms of a social or status attribute (e.g., gender, education, McPherson et al. 2001), or
heterophily, how different they are (Lin 1999).
In the Anglo-American sociological tradition, assortation has preoccupied the sociological imagination. In particular, much empirical and theoretical work on tie-building
has limned the assortative mechanism of homophily. Largely defined as the preference
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for connecting with similar people (McPherson et al. 2001; Rivera et al. 2010), homophily
has implications for the patterns and frequency with which people conduct exchanges in
personal networks. Scott Feld (1981) posits that tie-formation results from the structure
of a shared social context, around which people associate and which ultimately color the
content of their associations. Here, Feld (1982) stresses the prevalence and formation of
age homophilous friendships in various work settings. Research has since observed the
prevalence of homophily in tie-building on both national, organizational, and personal
levels (Kossinets and Watts 2009; Ladhari et al. 2020; McFarland et al. 2014).
However, little work has examined how homophily works to inform tie-formation
behaviors on social networking sites (SNSs), which proliferates exponentially in social
life. In particular, little work has taken up these lines of inquiry in China, where the
rate of SNS proliferation is outpacing that of Western societies. According to the Pew
Internet Research Center (Smith and Anderson 2018), SNSs have become increasingly
popular social spaces for regular, intersectional, and multiplying interactions for civic
participation, social interaction, and political participation (see also Gold 2012). Furthermore, it was China that led the world in 2020 as its number of SNS users (who used
an SNS at least once a month) reached close to 930 million and is projected to rise to
1.13 billion by 2025, eclipsing even that of the United States (Statista 2020).
A distinguishing feature of SNSs is their ability to allow users to connect with others through online representations (profiles). This plasticity strips SNSs of the organizational structure on which much of homophilous networking in real life has been
based (Feld 1981; McFarland et al. 2014), suggesting a transformation in the character of
homophily online. Taking this as a point of departure, this article addresses these gaps in
the literature by examining how SNSs transform tie-formation in Chinese guanxi.
In what follows, this article provides an overview of tie-formation mechanisms inhered
in traditional guanxi. This article argues that the technical capabilities of SNSs and the
cultural properties of guanxi networks combine to inspire users to build ties based on a
new form of assortation founded on values. This argument is laid out in a theorization
of the transformations to the architecture of social networks imputed by the rise of SNSs
(the erosion of status boundaries, access to larger networks, and spillover of information
and tie strength) and their subsequent invigoration of value homophily expressed in two
types of values (substantive and structural values) that govern tie-formation in guanxi.
This article then reviews the data and methods. Then, this article examines the cognitive
interpretations and relational manifestations of the coupling of substantive values with
the erosion of statuses, followed by that of structural values with superior network size
and transitivity among interlocutors. This article concludes by reviewing the contributions of this research.

Tie‑formation in traditional Guanxi: balance and status homophily revisited
Guanxi, or the Chinese expression of social networks, is characterized by an orientation
toward collectivist values. This collectivist orientation prefigures the form of individualized exchange and, by extension, the preferred tie-formation mechanism in personal
networks. It means that individualized exchange remains a form of cooperation or balance (Chen et al. 2013; Liu and Mei 2015; Parnell 2005; Qi 2012). This can be understood
as the social influence mechanism of solidarity within social networks (Marsden and
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Friedkin 1993). Like peer-group pressure, solidarity mandates abidance by cooperative
norms in a larger social unit (Hwang 1987:947). In guanxi, people play to these pressures to change a contact’s attitudes or behaviors in conformity to their own (Emerson
1962:32).
Thus, people in guanxi are more likely to form ties based on balance, most of all in
real-life settings, because they feel added pressure to reciprocate and avoid offending others, evinced by how ties embedded in organizations or groups are more likely
to endure than non-embedded ones (Burt 2000; Bian 2018; McFarland et al. 2014). In
real-life settings, people in guanxi primarily meet new alters in key social settings in the
life course that tend to be highly bureaucratized and hierarchical, such as school or the
workplace (Bedford 2011; Luo 2011). What results from the emphasis on balance in tieformation in guanxi is an invigoration of role obligations. According to James Coleman
(1990: 427–428), obligations of the role are when actors socially interact with others
with respect to the “social structure of [their] positions in relation,” where their exchange
is motivated by the “obligations and expectations [...] associated with their positions.”
For instance, the presence of familial ties or different institutionalized roles in the same
networks would produce a status difference—in which actor participation in exchange
is driven by obligation to roles (ibid: 430; Barbalet 2021:370). Reflecting on the reliance
on guanxi as an informal system of regulation in China, Jack Barbalet (2017: 2, italics
added) observes the prevalence of such obligations of role in guanxi, which are rooted
in “close personal monitoring, pervasive hierarchy-based dependence, and role obligation… the invasiveness of official powers and the high incidence of corruption, among
other things… in Chinese society” (see also Barbalet 2018).
As a result of such obligations of role, people in guanxi rely on balance as a tie-formation mechanism to the effect of relying on status homophily, which is the tendency
to connect with others who are similar in terms of statuses such as gender, ethnicity,
and class (Ferrand et al. 1999; Laumann and Youm 1999; Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954;
McPherson et al. 2001; McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1987). Empirical research on the
general population in China shows a significant amount of status homophily in guanxi.
Burt, Bian, and Opper find (2018) that guanxi entrepreneurial networks are predominantly male Han Chinese of similar ages and educational backgrounds. Blau et al. (1991)
find that guanxi networks are even more homogeneous in gender and age than in the
USA (see also Bian 2018).
Furthermore, Hwang (1987) observed that employees with positive relationships with
their supervisors would take the initiative to assist individuals around their supervisors, as reciprocity for their debts to their supervisor and in the belief that the assisted
would also help their supervisors. Extending this research, Liu and Wang (2013) conducted a survey of 280 employees and 280 direct supervisors in a Chinese organization
to uncover how, conversely, abusive behavior by supervisors toward subordinates made
subordinates unwilling to assist their supervisors, corroborating the significance of balance theory for understanding guanxi ties (see also Bu and Roy 2008; Yang and Wang
2011). This contrasts against organizational research in Western networks where, as
Denise Rousseau (2001; Dabos & Rousseau, 2004) observes, workers honor their work
obligations toward their managers, even when their psychological contracts go unfulfilled, such as when their employers do not provide adequate job satisfaction (see also
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Lee et al. 2011). Thus, balance lords over tie-formation in traditional guanxi as the preeminent networking mechanism, to the effect of abetting status homophily.

Theorizing tie‑formation in SNS networks: toward assortation and value
homophily
How do people decide to build new ties in guanxi networks online? This article theorizes that the character of new tie-formation in guanxi is fundamentally transformed
on SNSs. The ties studied in this article are predominantly weak in strength due to the
nature of tie-formation itself: newly formed ties will not be strong, to begin with. The
study of weak ties has been made famous with influential work based in North America and Europe, most impactfully Granovetter’s (1973) study of job matching in market economies that observed the utility of weak ties for providing diverse sources of job
information and referrals that eventually percolated into a greater likelihood of securing
a job. Much work has since transpired in extending the argument to the activation of ties
in different job sectors and contexts (Bian and Ang 1997; Burt 2000; Lin 1999 2001).
Weak ties are also an important part of guanxi and engender different dynamics of
interactions and cultural expectations than do weak ties in North America. Fei Xiaotong (1992[1947]), China’s first institutional sociologist, originally theorized in From
the Soil that guanxi networks were ordered in concentric circles, with circles of ties rippling out from any given individual and where each circle was populated with ties of
varying strengths. For Fei, those closest to the individual were traditionally kin who were
strong ties, and those further out from the individual were non-kin who were weak ties.
This stratification of tie strength was significant, Fei theorized, for different tie strengths
engendered different obligations and utilization, where weak ties tended to service more
instrumental needs, and strong ties were more used for expressive ones. Furthermore,
ties were all beholden to the same orientation toward the collective in decision-making.
Empirical research has since corroborated the uniqueness and significance of weak
ties in guanxi networks, in contradistinction to weak ties in North America and Europe.
Yanjie Bian and Soon Ang (1997) observe that weak ties in East Asia reveal clear variation between tie strength and social resources compared to those in America. They find
that the abstract and empirical foundations for guanxi to operate in Chinese societies
are precisely the same orientation to the collective that Fei theorized, which takes precedence over the individual in guanxi across strong and weak ties alike. Put differently,
the self is “identified, recognized, and evaluated in terms of one’s relations to the groups
and communities to which one belongs” (Bian and Ang 1997: 984). Reciprocal obligations extend to non-kin, weak ties as much as they do to kinship, strong ties, setting up
a strong moral compulsion to reciprocate and bind people together if not in emotional
closeness, then in cultural proximity in their shared values (Au 2020; Hwang 1987; Tian
and Guo 2021; Yang 1994).
This, in essence, is what invigorates the importance and effectiveness of weak ties in
guanxi. Unlike in North America, Bian and Ang (1997) find that even if weak ties are
not as intensely emotive as strong ties, weak ties between job seekers and intermediaries are just as effective for matching individuals to jobs as strong ties. Li (2020) expands
on this with a study of Chinese diasporic tourists visiting China, observing that weak
ties between tourists and local communities help build the foundation for social mobility
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and connect with even more communities in the future. Indeed, weak ties at their core
represent a kind of social capital that breeds more social capital, which has been essential for navigating social and work life in China’s unique labor market from its modern
founding to the present (Bian 1997; Blau and Ruan 1990; Burt and Burzynska 2017; Nee
and Opper 2012).
This article theorizes that digitalization is changing how new ties are being formed in
guanxi as more and more networking transpires within the digital halls of SNSs: that the
technical capabilities of SNSs and the cultural properties of guanxi networks combine to
inspire users to build ties based on assortation—a powerfully stark departure for a networking culture that has historically prized balance. Just as important, this assortation is
founded not on statuses but on values. Opposite to balance in traditional guanxi, assortation is the tendency to form ties based on individual preferences (McPherson et al.
2001). Incidentally, these preferences tend to home in on people’s values, including their
beliefs and attitudes (Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995; Huston and Levinger 1978). Opposite
to status homophily, value homophily is the tendency to form ties with others who are
similar in terms of values. Assortation is coupled with value homophily, just as the balance is coupled with status homophily. In the US, for instance, Peter Marsden (1988)
classically found that people exert choice in deciding whom to confide in not based on
statuses like age but by similarities in values. Finkel et al. (2020) more recently find that
adults exert this assortation to associate with similar political orientations, creating
polarization we see at the group level and the national level. Oelberger (2018) observes
that workplaces also foster a kind of value homophily, such as when international aid coworkers with similar working styles and meanings of work collaborate more closely and
experience more enriching work relationships.
The roots of this shift toward assortation and value homophily as a tie-formation
mechanism are theorized to be three interrelated network characteristics that arise from
the unique form of SNSs.
(1) Equality of statuses. In in-person networks, statuses are an inescapable part of one’s
network simply because the contexts (or foci) in which an ego meets alters are likely
to be organizational in structure, and statuses are institutionalized in role differences.
Demographic differences, such as gender, are also emphasized in in-person meetings
based on appearances, cues, and social scripts that people follow (Kang 1997). Bedford
(2011) finds that role-based status is among the most salient qualities that inspire confidence and compulsion to network for in-person guanxi. It may be tempting to suggest here that power differentials capture all motivations for interactions in guanxi, in
a sweeping characterization of the instrumentalist nature of guanxi as Barbalet (2021)
alludes. However, this is not an entirely accurate depiction of tie-formation in guanxi.
First, a commonality emerges across all cases where role-based statuses impose on tieformation: a tendency to form what Chen and Chen (2004) call an anticipatory base
when interlocutors form a tie based on expectations primed not toward the past but
the future. Put differently, power differentials are not an end but a means to an end.
Moreover, second, the preoccupation with positional resources and power differentials
is subordinate to another determinant of status in guanxi tie-formation: assessments of
reputations by interpersonal networks based on status-neutral etiquettes. Individuals
who fail to reciprocate or consistently reject requests of favors, for instance, risk being
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reputationally labeled rude, impolite, or even immorally uncivil (“bu hui zuo ren (不会
做人)”), thus risk alienation from mainstream society regardless of status (Hsu 1996;
Hwang 1987; Kinnison 2017).
On SNSs, tie-formation is becoming more status-neutral in these respects. First,
information traditionally taken to be markers of status as positional resources is being
de-emphasized in tie-formation on SNSs. This is aided by the design of SNSs that, first
and foremost, curate user profiles based on the content they post, repost, and interact
with, not backgrounds (Boyd 2006; Marwick and Boyd 2010). This portends significant
implications for how people approach tie-formation on SNSs. To illustrate, although
connections in Western SNS networks still show high levels of status homophily, where
users prefer connecting with those similar in terms of age, education, race, religion, and
other status characteristics (Centola 2011; Fiore and Donath 2005; Gu et al. 2014; Kwon
et al. 2017), a loosely bound literature of value homophily is beginning to emerge. For
example, a large-scale study of twelve million mentions among six million Twitter users
identified the expression of values as the most important factor in users’ decisions to
create new connections with someone (Šćepanović et al. 2017). Shorn of the barriers of
geographical distance and blessed with an equalized ability to connect with someone
of higher status directly, values have become important in online networks (Huber and
Malhotra 2017).
Second, the status-neutral etiquettes that lubricate exchanges and inform people’s
reputation among alters are being accentuated. A repertoire of grammatical logics and
grammars of digital literacy endogenous to SNSs is newly emerging and fostering connections across demographic, generational, and social distances, such as the common
appreciation for the meaning of social currencies (e.g., the number of likes and reposts)
as signals of worth or the social construction of people’s profiles based on what they
post (Au 2020). Similar results have been found in preliminary studies of SNS guanxi
networks, such as Tian and Guo’s (2021) observation that there are cultural etiquettes
governing interaction with alters on SNSs that are stripped of any reference to positional
resources (e.g., using “okay” or “okie” instead of “ok” or “kk,” getting straight to the point
when initiating a conversation rather than asking if they are available, not posting continuously on WeChat Moments), whereby failure to abide by them incurs the loss of reputation, regardless of role-based status.
(2) Access to larger networks. On SNSs, users typically have larger networks than they
do in person. This is because SNSs ease the process through which connections can be
made. Where in-person connections rely on symmetry, such as when two actors agree to
be friends, SNS connections can be symmetric or asymmetric. Asymmetry occurs when
connections are unrequited, such as when one actor one-sidedly “follows” another without reciprocity (Boyd 2006). SNSs further make visible information about a large number of fellow users, continually providing suggestions to users of new contacts to connect
with. Often, this recommendation system draws from the networks of one’s alters. The
fluidity with which ties are made on SNSs thus weakens group boundaries, resulting in
greater transitivity (when indirect ties are formed, Haythornthwaite 2005; Romero and
Kleinberg 2010; Ruppel et al. 2018).
(3) Transitivity of information and tie strength. Among in-person networks, information and emotional exchange are largely sequestered among one’s strong and weak ties
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(Aral and Alstyne 2011). Barbalet (2017) writes that guanxi networks are traditionally
non-transitive because the opacity of information exchanged is valorized (see also King
1991). Exchanging information in strict confidence with select others creates a sense of
exclusivity, which, in turn, acts as the basis for mutuality.
On SNS networks, however, information about users, including what and who they
post, like, and follow, becomes publicized to strangers (Conroy et al. 2012). Like Western
SNSs, there is thus a much greater quantity of social interactions exchanged among users
on guanxi SNS networks than on in-person networks (Li and Peng 2019; Utz and Breuer
2017). This results in a spillover of tie strength, where ego can come to know about their
non-ties, such as unfamiliar acquaintances, the same way they would know about strong
or weak ties in in-person networks. As Au writes (2019; Au and Chew 2017), many users
treat their personal Facebook as a kind of phonebook to keep the opportunity, but not
an obligation, to contact unfamiliar acquaintances, where the decision to connect with
one another is likable to the exchange of business cards. The constant expansion of one’s
online network through the transitive and asymmetrical connection-building on SNSs
thus makes for fertile ground to form ties in the future.
What kinds of values matter? This article theorizes that the technical design of SNSs’
format leads users to publicize information from which other users seek out cues of substantive values and structural values. Users then evaluate the reputation, trustworthiness, and networking prospects of non-ties based on similarities in these values.
(a) Substantive values refer to interests and opinions a user has. Sociologists have
examined how people assign symbolic values to cultural interests for various purposes.
Ann Swidler (1986) theorizes that people consume culture from myriad domains of
everyday life and subsequently develop a repertoire of habits, skills, and styles people
use to view the world and approach issues they encounter. Sometimes, this toolkit can
be used to create basic social distinctions between people (Lamont and Molnár 2002).
Other times, culture can be used to build bridges between people. Omar Lizardo (2006);
Vaisey and Lizardo (2010) finds that popular culture consumption positively impacts the
density of one’s network with weak ties. Building on this premise, we can observe that
the myriad satellites hosted by SNSs representing special interests on SNSs (e.g., pages,
groups, and blogs of interests, products, services, and public figures) serve as cultural
artifacts for people to participate in (through likes) to express their own values and, by
the same token, infer those of others’ (Au 2021). Furthermore, given how transitive and
open information about users’ interests are on SNSs, the use of cultural interests as indicators of values should be magnified in tie-formation decisions.
(b) Structural values have to do with what can be called the networkability of a user.
These values are called structural because they refer to the nominal conceptualization
of an alter’s network structure. This is similar to the concept of network capital outlined
by Wellman and Frank (2001), a kind of social capital dependent on one’s network reputation. Network capital considers whether one’s network is large enough, coordinated
enough, or supportive enough to help when needed (ibid; Lin 2001:20). As Huggins et al.
(2012: 208) note, network capital goes beyond conventional measures of social capital because it additionally considers “(1) the source of the capital; (2) the mechanisms
through which the capital is created; (3) the objects of the capital; and (4) the impact of
the capital.” What SNS users here look for in others’ structural values is a non-tie’s ability
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to create network capital, gauging how well they perform as a networker—whom they
know and how they came to know them, which, in turn, reflect important information
about their social lives, such as where and how they spend time. Esteban et al. (2021)
use a study of social robots to demonstrate how the choice of whom to interact with is
impinged upon preferences for more extroverted qualities. Using a survey experiment
on friend-matching among university students, Huang et al. (2020) provide an important
illustration of how people fasten themselves to social trait preferences (e.g., how reliable, generous, supportive, and independent an alter is) when networking with them, a
pattern they argue to be exacerbated on SNSs. Rules deriving from guanxi culture come
into play as benchmarks and guideposts for this performance, such as to inform etiquettes of respect, reciprocity, and reputation (Au 2021; Tian and Guo 2021).
Users not only monitor their own networking behaviors with these behavioral expectations, but they also impose them on non-ties pending connection. Thus, users may
look to an alter’s network composition, how well networked a person is, and how affable
they are to their ties as cues to infer whether a person is worth knowing, using past success as a barometer for future performance.

Methodology
This article draws on two waves of semi-structured interviews with Hong Kong youth
in 2017 to 2018 and 2019 to 2020 to investigate SNS use patterns across different platforms, including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, WeChat, Weibo, and QQ. As Danah
Boyd (2006) remarks, youth are digital natives who are the most active demographic
category of SNS users and represent an ideal category to examine SNSs. Additionally,
students as a demographic group are privy to the dynamics and demands of status differentials, evinced by studies of inequality between students of different status backgrounds
(racial, ethnic, gender, and class), academic performance, and lifestyle habits (Armstrong
et al. 2014; Park et al. 2014; Rankin and Reason 2005). The present sample thus provides
a window to observe the future generational trajectory of ideations of status and values
as they impinge upon decision-making for tie-formation in a rapidly advancing age of
digitalization.
Analytically, this article focuses on individualized exchanges, which characterize the
structure of exchanges flowing between linked actors in guanxi. Much work on the links
between organizations in China, for instance, reveals a structure of (restricted) exchange
similar to that between individual actors (Wu 2018). Interview questions were guided
by themes about their different uses of SNSs, how they used them and to what end, how
their interactions with others transpired and were structured online, contrasts between
online and offline behavior, and reflections about their profiles and those of others.
The first wave recruited 24 participants from local Hong Kong universities. The second wave increased the sample size to 50 participants. Thirty-six were female, and 14
were male. Participants reported using Facebook and Instagram anywhere from 2.5 to
6 h a day in any given week, with an average of 3.5 h per day. Both waves were sampled
with a non-random quota sampling scheme to capture the gender proportions of youth
and university students in Hong Kong (The University of Hong Kong 2016). Sampling
was motivated by what Mario Small (2009: 14) calls the creation of “a set of cases with
particular characteristics that, rather than being ‘controlled away,’ should be understood,
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developed, and incorporated into her understanding of the cases at hand.” That is, this
article sampled for depth—sampling as many people as possible within a specific, theoretically derived category (youth, in this study)—in order to build inferences about processes or the “essential linkage between two or more characteristics in terms of some
explanatory schema” (Mitchell 1983: 199), such as behavioral schemas to do with networking. An additional merit of interviewing in two waves, furthermore, was its recreation of a sequential type of interviewing, where each additional case provided an
“increasingly accurate understanding of the question at hand” until data saturation was
achieved, whereby the same themes became recurrent among new interviewees (Small
2009: 24–25; Yin 2002).
Adopting a theoretically flexible approach to explore themes and patterns in masses of
data, particularly in-depth interview data, qualitative thematic coding and a cross-comparative analysis of such themes are conducted (Attride-Stirling 2001). This approach
finds similarities with cross-comparative coding frameworks native to grounded theory (Charmaz 2006). In the initial phase of open coding, the data were organized and
labeled into different themes. In focused coding, commonalities were identified among
those codes to formulate higher-level abstractions while recursively filtering the data to
“determine the adequacy” of such codes (Charmaz 2006:57). Afterward, axial coding was
conducted to reconstruct broader theorizations about networking practices and ideas
by “[linking] categories with subcategories, and [asking] how they are related” (Charmaz
2006:61). The data was analyzed with both analytical induction (Katz 2001) and abductive analysis (Timmermans and Tavory 2012). Cases were compared within and across
different themes to inductively and systematically depict the interpretive formation of
social exchanges, simultaneously generating higher-level theorizations that make sense
of the connections between guanxi tie-forming behaviors and technical capabilities of
SNSs.

The rise of substantive values: the erosion of statuses
For many users, SNSs were networking tools, where they connected with people who
could essentially be characterized as non-ties or “stranger friends,” according to Kwan,
a 20-year-old woman: acquaintances they were not close at present but with whom an
SNS connection could keep a door open to potential tie creation in the future.
On what basis would users feel compelled to connect with someone on SNSs? For
Kwan, the importance of values rose to the fore:
“I use the Internet as my way to connect with my friends or meet my new friends. I
think we should treat it as a positive, like a new way to meet friends… my friends
on Facebook, some of them are strangers, but after seeing what they like, we can be
friends… like pages about beauty, 100 Mo [a popular Hong Kong blog], Hong Kong
life, unless something I do not really agree with.”
Treating her Facebook as a networking tool or collection of business cards, Kwan
noted that she had connected with contacts on Facebook whom she did not know in
real life and were essentially non-ties. This connection was intentional. Kwan strongly
endorsed the possibility of building new ties with them by taking the initiative to
interact with them, implicitly stressing that her intention for participating in SNS
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networking itself (“using the Internet”) was to build her network in a way that offline
networks would not be able to. She emphasized, however, that her decision to create
such new ties with others on SNS networks was contingent on the agreement of substantive values such as life interests.
According to Henry, a 21-year-old man, such substantive values were crucial to filter through in deciding whether or not to build a new tie with someone:
“Henry: It’s very rare for me to comment on things and interact with what
acquaintances post. I’ll look at [their] views or opinions… about [social issues]…
[then think about] what I think is correct about them and what I don’t think
[is] right… this gives me some personal feelings. Then, I don’t comment unless I
find they write about something really interesting, or something that I felt really
deeply about. I’m very careful about my comments; they’re not as casual as likes.
Interviewer: Why’s that?
Henry: Because I’m afraid of people coming and picking a fight with [me].”
Couched in the strong terms of “right” and “wrong,” evident in Henry’s recollection
was a search for symmetry in values, which he looked for in the content that an alter
posted. Like Kwan, Henry felt that how well an Alter’s substantive values gave him
“personal feelings”—an emotional sense of security and validation that there would be
no conflict. He later provided an example of differing opinions on a celebrity infidelity scandal involving two high-profile Hong Kong musicians, with the majority siding
with the wife, who was the victim, and a minority defending the unfaithful husband.
In a similar vein, Kwan recounted one of her most memorable exchanges on SNS
and how it made her realize the significance of values in tie-building:
“Kwan: People always argue on the Internet. And there are some comments I
think they are insulting. And because I think the thing that happens has its own
reason. So, I will fight back against the negative or the argument that is untrue
on Facebook [under comments on posts in my newsfeed]. And people will judge
you back… basically, they don’t know you, and you don’t know them. It’s just like
fighting a battle on the Internet, but they do not really exist in your own friends
or your circle. So, I think it’s quite memorable because someone didn’t know you,
but they judged you… they put their thoughts on you.”
This traumatic incident for Kwan was an alarm raised about the neutrality of statuses and the importance of similarity in values when interacting with the same nonties she kept on her Facebook and with whom she contemplated building ties. Put
differently, status-neutrality was a double-edged sword for Kwan—and is what gives
strength to value homophily in networking on SNSs. On the one hand, people did not
know Kwan just as she did not know them; this lent well to positive experiences of tieformation, as she expressed freedom to reach across demographic and geographical
boundaries to connect with someone. On the other hand, this same sense of freedom
relieved people from caring about roles or statuses to “judge” others purely on the
basis of their values and attack when their values disagreed. Both instances, as Kwan
emphasized, reveal that it is the similarity in values alone that determines the quality
and nature of new tie-formation on SNS networks.
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According to Claire, a 20-year-old woman, the difference between values and —statuses is starker on SNS networks because of the typical visible information—and that
which is not.
“Interviewer: How well do you think your Facebook profile represents who you are?
Claire: Facebook friends can look at my profile picture and the pages I liked. And
my friends will understand me through these pages because these pages represent
the issues that I’m interested in.
Interviewer: Okay, so they represent your interests.
Claire: Yes. [But for how well they can know me from my profile] I think people will know one’s personality only in reality. It’s so impossible on social media.
Because not everything is there on social media.
Interviewer: So what kind of stuff isn’t there?
Claire: I seldom express my feelings online. Because I seldom talk so important
things on Facebook. Because on Facebook, I tend to post my personal things and I
do not want some strangers to know my personal issues, and I will talk these personal issues only to my good friends in reality.”
As Claire recounted, the use of SNSs is anchored in the circulation of social currencies such as likes—expressions of gratitude or endorsements that are afforded to
one’s friends for tie-maintenance. However, these likes are also commonly extended
to pages akin to websites, run by brands, businesses, public figures, and organizations
and hosted on SNSs. The visibility of the pages that a user likes was, according to
Claire, commonly taken to be a cue about their values.
Claire went further to stress that the observation of values based on such cues
was all one could and should use to evaluate the networking prospects of friends on
SNSs. Keeping in mind the public nature of SNSs, she refused to post much other
than soundbites of her values, censoring what she thought was her personal issues.
Here, the principle of exclusivity in guanxi culture uniquely emerges. For Claire, the
decision to self-censor personal information was bound up by trust issues. Like how
Western SNS users self-censor on sensitive topics for fear of backlash from strangers
(Marwick and Boyd 2010), Chinese SNS users self-censor personal information for
fear of it being poorly received by strangers (Au 2021), but also because of fear of
offending friends they know as a possible breach of trust.
Users, therefore, were culturally inhibited as much as they were technically inhibited (in terms of the capabilities of SNSs) from discerning anything other than the
values of other users, based on what they publicize. This sentiment was echoed by
Kwan, who remarked,
“I don’t like arguments on the Internet, because I think… a particular post on the
Internet, it’s just like, a part of their life, it’s not their whole person, it’s not [the]
whole of them. So I think that maybe the profile I walk into or… maybe just the
things they post [would give me] the negative feelings to the person, but it doesn’t
mean that the person is a bad guy, or [that] he or she may really act in this way
all the time.”
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As Kwan alluded, she could not see anything but another user’s values from their profile and posts. Not only was the information that other SNS users presented scarce, but
she was culturally primed to believe that what she saw were values; primed to cast the
content she saw of other users into emotional valences (“negative feelings” or positive
ones, conversely) that are reflective of values.
Notably absent in Kwan and Claire’s recollections was the importance of status. More
than an alter’s education and class, they focused on perceiving the values embodied by
an alter’s profile, posts, group memberships, and interest pages liked and the emotionality—a negative or positive impression—that they evoked. For both, as well as for Henry,
SNSs opened up new circuits to values in the chemistry of tie-formation.
We can observe that SNSs made it easier to connect and made connections more finetuned to personal values. Unlike in real life, users did not need to spend much time interacting with an alter to discover what substantive values they had, instead of being able to
infer this from the information that SNSs made public directly. This was, as Henry and
Kwan alluded, useful to weed out potential conflicts down the road. In this way, users
became assortative about whom they connected with.
The strong desire for symmetry in values reported by all users here marks a social
psychological preference that can be called value homophily (Centola and Macy 2007;
Ruef et al. 2003). McPherson and Smith-Lovin (1987) classically remark that homophily appears in relationships because its members feel more trusting, less uncertain, and
more understood, and create a connection that reflects these qualities. In addition to
identifying with these qualities, users reported feeling a greater sense of security (or
“personal feelings,” in Henry’s words) from homogeneous values rather than heterogeneous ones.
This marks a significant departure from what we know of networking offline, in which
status is paramount to networking because it predetermines the groups one can become
a member of and the contexts in which one is regularly embedded (Ferrand et al. 1999;
Centola and van de Rijt 2015). Using a natural experiment of students in America, for
instance, McFarland et al. (2014) demonstrate that students tend to connect with demographically similar others, even when they are not obligated to by social structures in the
school (see also McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1987).
Thus, although real-world connections often call upon statuses to judge an alter, users
like Kwan, Henry, and Claire recounted that interactions on SNSs are shorn of restrictions like status. Alters can freely like and enter any page or group, after which the information is publicized for contacts to observe. Studies have found that this is true even of
semi-private SNSs such as WeChat. Tian and Guo (2021, p. 21) find that Chinese users,
for instance, appear eager to “[replicate] the patterns of everyday interactions among
offline friend groups]…” which allows for this information flow when “users cannot see
interactions among or information posted by friends of friends, among other technical
affordances in the app,” such as to use “WeChat Moments” (pengyou quan).
The introduction of assortation by values or value homophily resulted in a novel kind
of tie-making mechanism in guanxi on SNSs. Where in-person ties are more often
formed amongst similar others along the lines of statuses, such as race or class (Laumann and Youm 1999; McPherson et al. 2001), guanxi ties fashioned on SNSs are ostensibly formed amongst similar others in terms of substantive values.
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The rise of structural values: greater network size and transitivity
As the previous section elaborated, users rely on cues of values to evaluate the reputation and trustworthiness of an alter. However, users also conceded that an alter’s profile
only represented a sliver of someone’s entire persona, such that an alter’s substantive values—which they used to decide whether to trust a non-tie contact and ultimately build a
new tie with—were not enough by themselves. To accommodate for this, users reported,
they relied on another type of value to consider in the calculus of their tie-formation
decisions: structural values.
Like how SNSs create cues for substantive values (information about the pages someone likes, the groups they join, the posts they make), they also create cues for structural
ones. SNSs publicize each user’s list of contacts (called “friends” on Facebook, WeChat,
QQ “following/followers” on Instagram, Weibo, and Twitter) and photographs that they
are tagged in by others, through which users could visually observe how well networked
an alter is.
Other empirical studies of SNS users in China observe that users work to curate a positive image of themselves on their profiles through the posts they make and the emotional
energy they give off (Au and Chew 2017; Marwick and Boyd 2010). Here, users revealed
that they scrutinized the images of others to determine whether to build a tie with them.
After vetting an alter’s substantive values, users then looked for structural values that
told how networkable a person was. In the words of George, a 24-year-old man,
“About maintaining the good impression, strangers don’t know about me… [so] I
show different personality to them. For people I know but not close friends, I like
stuff [to be] very polite; I liked something that I didn’t really like but did so to show
support… [not] from the heart. One of my friends helped me do something, and after
this, I clicked like for her many times because I want to show others that I thanked
her for her help with me doing something. But I didn’t really care because she was
selling insurance.”
Acts like George’s, done for the sake of “politeness,” reflect cultural etiquettes. Over
time, users have created rules of behavior on SNSs in China that mandate they post
and share content with “positive energy” on their public profiles, binding how well one
observes these rules to their mianzi or reputation. However, users here revealed that
they did not just participate in these etiquettes to satisfy their friends in dyadic exchange,
but to cultivate a likeable, well-networked persona for non-ties as well. As George put it,
doing this was necessary to “maintain [a] good impression” and project “a different personality to” strangers for the express purpose of being networkable.
Appearing networkable was both what users strove to emulate for non-ties who might
consider building ties with them and what they themselves sought in non-ties with
whom they were considering building ties. Zhang Yang, a 24-year-old woman, expands
on this,
“I will take care of every detail of me. I think the pressure is from yourself. You like to
be the perfect one on social media. And you want people; even if you are not familiar
with them, you want them to recognize you… I [am] positive online, and I expect
others to be too. If I see someone only posting negative comments all the time, I won’t
feel like they’re a supportive person to connect with.”
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For Zhang Yang, the structural values of users or their networkability depended on the
emotional content of their comments (on others’ posts) as much as their posts (on their
own profile). SNSs uniquely invigorate the emotional charge of one’s self-presentation in
guanxi, where users self-censor their negative experiences and lionize their positive ones
to curate a more positive profile. Here, we observe an extension of this to interpersonal
relations: users sought evidence of positive expressive interactions by alters with others
to weigh alters’ structural values. Like George and Zhang Yang recounted, this too was
part of gaining recognition for a networkable reputation by publicly appearing as someone supportive of their ties.
Kwan elaborates on this charismatic brand of recognition and the merits of appearing
networkable as the core of successful tie-formation on SNSs: “Mutual friends can see
what you post, and vice versa. [this way] I added and networked many friends that I basically don’t know, who are mutual friends of one of my friends. If I see that someone has
lots of friends and mutual friends, I will feel more open to connecting with them.”
Being able to see who someone is friends with and whether or not they are “polite,”
users like George, Zhang Yang, and Kwan could observe how affable a non-tie was and
evaluate how worthy they were of connection. In the same way, appearing affable also
improved one’s own chances of expanding their networks, particularly among those with
whom one had mutual friends—ties of one’s ties.
Josie, a 23-year-old woman, remarks on the pervasiveness of these mutual friends in
guanxi networks when online, owing to the open channels of information on SNSs:
“Well, I really know that social media actually works in expanding social circles.
Like in my school, when you see someone [on social media] now, you can easily find
some mutual friends. Or when after I [hear of ] someone’s gossiping of another people, I will [come to] know of that person randomly. I think it’s really hard to find a
complete stranger due to social media…”
It was common, as Josie described, for information to travel fast on SNSs, whether
users wanted to or otherwise. She highlighted the transitivity of information online,
where profiles and information were readily available. As a result, she observed that even
strangers both on and off her friends’ list were not entirely strangers. Echoing George,
Josie felt this added to her pressure to cultivate a networkable identity on SNSs.
Thus, the format of SNSs (all users’ networks being public and being able to visualize one’s mutual friends with a given alter) added to the cultural demands of guanxi
(maintaining a well-networked reputation) to introduce newfound transitivity to online
guanxi networks. In this way, larger network sizes (successful tie-formation) become
both the cause and effect of transitivity. This dialectic, users recounted, is lubricated by
structural values about someone’s networkability (as much as substantive ones).
As Golder and Yardi (2010) discovered in a web-based Twitter experiment, how wellconnected someone is can be a catalyst for tie-formation. The better-connected someone is, the more likely they will build new ties with indirect ties. As users in this study
corroborated, transitivity was associated with an increased desire to form a tie (Holland
and Leinhardt 1970). Here, the collectivistic culture that defines guanxi catalyzes the tieformation process further. In real life, guanxi ties are notoriously sticky: while creating a
new tie can be difficult, maintaining a tie is comparatively easy.
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The cultural desire for cooperation in guanxi culture works tremendously to valorize harmony in relations and repudiate confrontation. It is why, as Claire and Kwan
recounted, members of guanxi networks are careful to avoid offending others: they work
to preserve alters’ mianzi (reputation) in order to preserve their own (going so far, for
instance, as to participate in nuanced exchanges of likes as gifts of renqing, Au 2021).
Here, this means that the transitivity of information in visibly observing who is connected to who, and more importantly, the mutual friends that one has with any alter,
creates a spillover of tie strength on SNSs.
After vetting structural and substantive values, users in guanxi networks on SNSs like
Josie and Kwan become keen to connect with their alters’ alters and grow less likely to
refuse invitations to connect with them out of fear of offending their alters, and so sullying their own networkability.

Conclusion
Much of the social network literature preoccupied with homophily has limned statuses
as the basis of tie-formation, which finds commonality with the significance of roles
in ordering social interactions in traditional guanxi (Barbalet 2017). It is shown in the
present article that among guanxi networks formed on SNSs, the basis of homophily in
tie-formation shifts from statuses to values as the technical features and capabilities of
SNSs refract configurations to the architecture of guanxi networks themselves. Information about one’s profile and ties is made visible to alters, which encourages scrutiny of
one’s profile content more than status or demographical identifiers, larger network sizes,
weaker geographical and group boundaries, and the transitivity of tie strength and information. The result is the invigoration of substantive values, in which users scrutinize
resonances in personal interests and opinions with would-be ties prior to connecting, as
well as structural values, in which users assess the networkability or network capital of
would-be ties through the identities of any mutual friends and their track record of networking success, in informing tie-formation decisions.
The behavioral shifts in tie-formation documented in this article may raise questions
about the nature of guanxi: to what extent are ties formulated through value similarities on SNSs still guanxi? However, the results have shown that the ties formed through
value homophily still operate in the same way that ties formed through status homophily do. As George was keen to point out earlier, the cultural mandate of reciprocity held
true in informing his interactions online as much as offline, where he felt compelled to
offer support for an online alter (connected with based on structural values) who had
gifted him with an earlier favor. Put differently, members of dyadic ties formed on the
basis of value homophily in guanxi remain beholden to the same constraints (such as the
demand for reciprocity and etiquettes of politeness) and opportunities (such as the ability to call on the tie for support) as those formed based on status homophily.
In an increasingly digitalized world, particularly in China, where SNS penetration
and usage rates lead worldwide and are poised to surge, this article contributes to the
literature on social networks and Chinese guanxi by identifying a prospective tectonic
shift away from balance and status homophily (and their underlying obligations of role)
that have long lorded over tie-formation in traditional guanxi networks toward novel
nuances in assortation and value homophily (and obligations of exchange) orchestrated
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by the rise of SNSs. It is shown that SNSs are no longer mere tools for networking with
traditional rules of guanxi, but social spaces of networking itself, where the cognitive
and cultural rules of networking among Chinese users face transformation by the very
design of SNSs themselves.
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